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Welcome Introduction

Autospirit in partnership with the National Trust for Scotland welcomes
you to the first Culzean Autoclassica, a new annual international event
celebrating the heritage of the motorised vehicle and over a century of
evolution.
The Autoclassica arguably has one of the finest locations for a motoring
event in Britain. Culzean Castle and its magnificent grounds make it possible to create a very special atmosphere and a perfect backdrop to host
this unique style of event.
Many exciting activities will be featured over the weekend including the
prestigious Octane Autoclassica Concours d’Elegance, Special Heritage
Displays and Parades, the action packed Soap Box GP with its pit stop and
the spectacle of race cars driving through the castle grounds. Combine all
this with the retro look theme and visiting guests will be able to take a surreal step back in time. The Autoclassica is not a static show but one that
will generate both sights and sounds.
Enjoy your time here, the magnificent castle and its grounds plus a collection of superb automobiles that will grace this wonderful setting.
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The Autoclassica Vision
The creation of a major international annual
motor heritage event held at one of Scotland’s
finest locations.

The Culzean Autoclassica is aimed at all
forms of vehicular transport with a particular
emphasis towards top (or significant) marques
from the historic, vintage, classic sports, racing and grand touring categories through to
modern prestigious sports and performance
cars.

Not only an occasion for the owners, clubs
and enthusiasts to gather together in a spirit of
fun and friendship but also an opportunity
for manufacturers, dealers and the service and
lifestyle providers who form part of the auto
movement to meet with their clients, both old
and new in superb informal surroundings for
mutual enjoyment and benefit.

Autospirit wishes to capture the magnificence
and unique ambience of Culzean Castle and
by encouraging participants to dress in period
costume reflecting their particular era of
transport take visitors to the Autoclassica on a
surreal journey back in time. We hope visitors
will also enter into the Autoclassica spirit by
arriving in similar attire.Even our trade
exhibitors will be invited to consider promoting their enclosures and stands appropriately.

Auto heritage will be in evidence throughout
the event from the late nineteenth century
right today’s twenty first century super cars
and bikes.
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Culzean Autoclassica Programme 2008
Friday 22nd August
10.00am - 10.30am
10.30am - 12.00am
2.00pm - 3.15pm
3.15pm - 4.15pm
4.15pm - 4.30pm

Welcome Introduction at Culzean
Scenic Drive to David Coulthard Museum
Drive to Old Turnberry Race Track
Photo Shoot at Old Turnberry Race Track
Return to Culzean

Visitor Centre Culzean Castle
David Coulthard Museum
Turnberry Ayrshire
Turnberry Ayrshire
Visitor Centre Culzean Castle

Saturday 23rd August
8.00am - 10.00am
9.00am - 11.00am
10.00am - 5.00pm

10.30am - 11.00am
11.00am - 1.00pm
11.00am - 3.00pm
12.00am & 3.00pm
12.00am & 2.00pm
1.00pm & 3.00pm
2.00pm - 4.00pm
5.00pm

Entrant Registration
Historic Rally Scrutineering
Special Displays
Club & Single Entrant Enclosure & Display
Trade Village & Autojumble
Concours d’Elegance & Soap Box GP Registration
Welcome Introduction to Culzean
Historic Rally Driving Test and Stages
Heritage Parades departing on the hour.
Racing and Historic Vehicle Demonstration Runs
Autoclassica Theatre Show & Retro Dress Parade
Live 50’s Music and Dance Shows
Culzean Autoclassica Street Concours d’Elegance
Soap Box GP & Wheel Change Pit Stop Practice
Event Closed to Public

Information Centre
Motorsport Paddock
Castle Forecourt & Visitor Centre
Retro Event Field
Both Event Fields
Information Centre
Visitor Centre Culzean Castle
Motorsport Paddock & Top Field
Main Arena & Castle Grounds
Paddock & Castle Grounds
Visitor Centre
Visitor Centre
Castle Forecourt
Soap Box Track & Top Event Field

Autoclassica Evening Celebrations - Participants Only
7.30pm- 10.30pm
7.30pm- 11.30pm

Reception and Gala Banquet
Barbecue & 50’s Party Night

Culzean Castle Dining Room
Visitor Centre Culzean Castle

Entrant Registration
Octane Concours d’Elegance Prelim Judging
Soap Box GP Registration
Special Displays
Club & Single Entrant Enclosure & Displays
Trade Village & Autojumble
Welcome Introduction to Culzean
Soap Box GP
Octane Autoclassica Concours d’Elegance
Heritage Parades departing on the hour.
Wheel Change Pit Stop Challenge
Historic Rally Driving Test and Stages
Racing and Historic Vehicle Demonstration Runs
Members Enclosure Hog Roast Barbecue
Fashion & Theatre Shows, Retro Dress Judging
Live 50’s Music and Dance Shows
Presentations
Event Closed to Public

Information Centre
Retro Event Field
Information Centre
Castle Forecourt & Visitor Centre
Both Event Fields
Both Event Fields
Visitor Centre Culzean Castle
Soap Box Track
Castle Forecourt
Main Arena & Castle Grounds
Top Event Field
Top Event Field & Motorsport Paddock
Paddock & Castle Grounds
Castle Lawns
Visitor Centre
Visitor Centre
Retro Event Field

Sunday 24th August
8.00am - 10.00am
9.00am - 10.00am
10.00am - 5.00pm

10.30am - 11.00am
11.00am & 2.00pm
11.00am - 2.00pm
11.00am - 3.00pm
11.00am - 3.00pm
12.00am - 3.00pm
12.00am & 3.00pm
12.00am - 2.00pm
12.00am & 2.00pm
1.00pm & 3.00pm
4.00pm - 4.30pm
5.00pm
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Acknowledgments
An international event such as the Culzean
Autoclassica requires the enormous enthusiasm
and help from many individuals and organisations
even to launch stage. Together working as Team
Autospirit we have managed to achieve much and
will contine to do so. However please be understanding if some things don’t go quite as planned.
It takes at least three years to establish a major
event and despite members of the Autospirt team
having over 30 years experience in hosting motoring events, we are always learning. Then there are
many factors such as weather that we have no
control over.
On behalf of the Autospirit Team we would like to
thank all those who have shown faith in our
vision, given their support in so many ways and
have pledged to continue that support so that we
may gather together at this superb venue Culzean
Castle in August 2009

Our thanks to:
The National Trust for Scotland
Octane Magazine
The Westin Turnberry Resort
Owen Kerr
MacKay Corporate Insurance Brokers
Macmillan and Co.
Frazer Coogans Solicitors
Rio Prestige
Graypaul
The David Coultard Museum
Caledonian Historic and Classic Motorsport Club
Procare Ambulance Services
Ayr College Fashion and Textile Department
Roi Forbes Allstyle Dance
Fib Theatre Group
Sporting Bears
Ed Bonar Daily Record
Fame Publicity
Taylor Scaffolding
Ayrshire Steels
HSS Hire
Barr Environmental
Scottish Kit Car Club
MX5 Owners Club
Elite Ayrshire Business Circle
Ayrshire T/A
Dailly Scout Group
Keith Sneddon
Graham Robson
Vernon Williamson
George Cooper
Tom Pate
Malcolm Wishart
Grant Allan
Brian & Paul Luti
Colin Pettigrew
John Dauthieu
Represented Auto Clubs
AND MANY MORE

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
Sponsors:

Westin

Graypaul

HOTELS & RESORTS
TURNBERRY

MACKAY
Corporate Insurance Brokers

Wishing the Culzean Autoclassica success:
Typical range of the many people and organisations we have either spoken with
or have written to us and have all expressed an interest in the Culzean
Autoclassica and wished the event every success.
Jerry Mall President K&N Filters, David Piper, Derek Bell MBE, Porsche Club
America, Adrian Hamilton, David Coultard Museum, Scuderie Ecosse,
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The Venue
An international event like the Autoclassica requires a truly
international venue. The National Trust for Scotland’s
Culzean Castle is without question an inspired choice.
One of Scotland’s major international tourist attractions
Culzean Castle resembles a storybook castle perched dramatically on a cliff commanding superb views across the sea to
the mystical mountains of the Isle of Arran.
Culzean is a fantastic example of Robert Adam’s genius and
stands in 560 acres of scenic Scottish coastland. Containing
a wealth of interest stretching from shoreline through the
Deer Park, Gas Court, Fountain Court and Swan Pond with
exhibitions to the mature parkland and castle gardens.
Facilities which will feature at the Culzean Autoclassica
include the five star Eisenhower luxury accommodation
suites within the castle and the superb castle dining room.

Among the many historic buildings located in the castle grounds for the pleasure and convenience of
Autoclassica guests is the Home Farm with its classic
style courtyard incorporating a visitor centre, restaurant and auditorium for presentations.
The ruined arch, viaduct, beautiful Camellia House,
ice house and a unique pagoda add further interest.

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
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The “Octane”
Culzean Autoclassica
Concours D’Elegance
Culzean Castle is arguably a perfect location to bring together
the very finest of concours vehicles in competition.
We are especially pleased to have the highly acclaimed popular
motoring publication Octane as our sponsors for the prestigious
Autoclassica Concours d’Elegance. Synonymous with quality
and excellence they are an appropriate as partners for the concours.
Only twenty five cars will take part, all having achieved success
in a preliminary judging round. Emotions will run high as we
approach the announcement of the winning vehicles around
4.00pm on Sunday.
A fascinating contest, each vehicle will be judged by a panel of
four experienced judges. To eliminate any possible variation in
individual interpretation each judge will be tasked only with one
specific aspect such as chassis, engine bay or interior. The
judges will make deductions from the maximum available for
each aspect. Both age and recorded mileage carry points with
older and high mileage cars gaining a slight advantage.
To increase the enjoyment and spectacle both judges and owners
may be interviewed prior to and during judging by our knowledgeable event commentator Graham Robson. Judges will be
able to explain what they are looking for and why marks are
deducted whilst the owners are given a chance to relate any special features or history appertaining to their vehicle.

The Culzean
Autoclassica Street
Concours
A lower profile event than the “Octane Culzean Autoclassica
Concours d’Elegance” will take place on Saturday. Intended for
vehicles in regular daily use vehicles will be judged on exterior
bodywork and interior trim only.

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
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Displays
Today’s displays feature a sample of the wide variety of vehicles
that form part of the heritage of the motorised vehicle. They
range in age from a wonderful example of a 1899 veteran De
Dion Boulton through to today’s high performance super cars
and bikes. With technological improvements being made at an
ever accelerating rate one wonders just what the future holds
and what new vehicles will take there place in the heritage hall
of fame.
“The Culzean Autoclassica Heritage Display”
A high profile display of exotic historic and modern cars representing the attending marques and each year featuring a theme
This year is the year of the Jaguar..
“The Culzean Autoclassica Paddock & Pit Display”
Featuring a variety of historic and modern competition cars,
most taking part in the Demonstration Runs through the castle
grounds during the weekend.
“The Culzean Autoclassica Club/Single Entrant Displays”
Vehicles from around 50 clubs and hundreds of individual owners will be proudly displaying their vehicles, some are of special
interest and all cherished by their owners.
Enclosures are generally in retro/non retro location

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
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Heritage Parades
Seeing vehicles in static displays is one thing but to hear and see
them moving is the only real way to appreciate and imagine them
as they were years ago.
On the hour every hour from 11.00am to 3.00pm during both
Saturday and Sunday there will be a parade of around fifteen cars
traveling through the grounds of the Castle. Each parade group
will represent an era in time and with most occupants in retro
dress reflecting the era we hope to take you on a surreal step back
in time starting in the 70s and travelling right back to the beginning of ninteenth century.
The cars will commence in the main arena where the owners will
be interviewed and be able to tell visitors all about the history of
their vehicles.

Sporting Bears
The charity fund raising group know as the Sporting Bears will be
invited to tag onto the end of the parades with a few cars giving
the lucky passengers a chance to be part of the convoy and to ride
in one of their fleet of classic and super cars.

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
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Demonstration Runs
Inspired by the nostalgia surrounding the old Turnberry
racing circuit and the series of international Formula
Libre races held there in the early fifties, the Culzean
Autoclassica has introduced racing and historic motor
sport vehicle demonstration runs within the grounds of
the castle. Selected vehicles from the racing and motorsport paddock plus guests’ supercars and motor bikes
have been invited to take part in low speed demonstration runs through the grounds allowing visitors the
excitement of seeing, hearing and yes smelling some of
the racing cars of yesteryear and being able to compare
them with those currently competing in motor sport
events and today’s super cars.

The Autoclassica
Historic and Classic
Rally
The Autoclassica Rally is a new two day historic rally
with an optional night navigational section.The rally
comprises of two day sections which include special
tests at four venues, two of which are within the Castle
grounds, one at the Kames motor sport track and the
other being at the Historic Turnberry Racing Circuit. In
order to qualify for the Culzean Autoclassica Cup (historics) or the Culzean Autoclassica Trophy (moderns)
competitors must complete the optional night navigational section. Starting at 11am on Saturday and finishing in the early afternoon on Sunday it should be a fantastic Motor Sport weekend
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The Turnberry Pit Display
As a tribute to the nostalgic memories of the Turnberry racing days
the Turnberry Pit Display will, each year feature a selection racing
cars and bikes and vehicles with a racing pedigree such as the
Ferrari F40. At the time of going to press we hope to have the ex
Ayrton Senna F3 and ex James Hunt Hesketh F1 cars amongst the
those on display at Culzean over the weekend. It is possible that one
of them will take part in the demonstration runs over the weekend.

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
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Turnberry Circuit
Nostalgia

The old Turnberry Circuit was the scene of major
formula races in the early 50s attracting the top drivers of the day including Mike Hawthorn, Stirling
Moss, Ken Wharton, Reg Parnell and Ecurie Ecosse
drivers Ninian Sanderson and Ian Stewart. They
competed in such legendary cars like the V16 BRMs,
Thinwall Special, ERA and Connaught GP cars. To
this day Turnberry is only one of two venues in
Scotland a formula one team has entered a race.
The directors of Autospirit have been involved in
motor sport for many years. One driving no less than
fourteen times in the Le Mans 24hrs and another racing in the late fifties and sixties with friends who
competed in the above race meetings at Turnberry.
When approached by the National Trust for Scotland
to host a motoring event at Culzean Castle in partnership with the trust naturally Autospirit decided to
try and capture the Turnberry nostalgia within the
new event, the Culzean Autoclassica. They have a
burning desire to bring back to Turnberry some time
in the future, cars that raced at Turnberry in the 50s
and in particular the iconic V16 BRMs. Anyone having heard live the incredible sound of the V16 BRMs
will never forget it. At Turnberry two cars entered
the race and there are those in the villages around
that still recall hearing the cars in Maybole, Girvan
and even ten miles away over the hill in Dailly.

“Who could ever forget the sound of
the V16 BRMs at Turnberry ?”
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Soap Box GP
Creating huge interest and fun the Soap Box GP will be contested by teams with both self design and build karts and
manufactured karts. Karts must have brakes and some form
of steering, be within certain dimensions and have no protruding parts which may cause injury to drivers. Drivers must
wear crash helmets and adequate protective clothing. Peddle
power is not allowed even if the kart is fitted with them.
The manufactured kart teams will initially compete against
each other to establish the two fastest manufactured kart
teams and likewise the self design and build karts. The four
winning karts will then compete against each other, a self
build against a manufactured kart in each of the two semi
finals. The manufactured karts will carry a time penalty
reflecting with the average difference in time to complete the
course between the two types of karts, as recorded in the preliminary rounds. The winning semi finalist will contest the
final irrespective of type. The handicap will apply only if the
karts are of different type.
The Grand Prix Format
Teams will consist of a maximum of five persons. A driver, a
start line mechanic, two pit stop pushing mechanics and a finishing line mechanic to bring the kart back to the start. Team
members must remain the same through out the competition
but may swop duties including drivers. Two teams will compete simultaneously, starting 5 secs apart. There will be a
compulsory pit stop halfway down the track. Pit mechanics
may push the karts whilst in the pit lane and one must collect
a cloth from the driver and exchange it with another from the
pit before pushing the kart on its way to complete the course.
The time difference between teams at the finish will be
recorded and the fasted team awarded a point. Teams will
each compete against all the other teams but may be divided
into groups with leading teams going forward into a second
round to establish two semi finalists.
The top three winning teams will receive prizes. And an
award will go to the best designed kart.

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
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Clubs & Single Entrants
Ever since its inception the motorised vehicle has generated
interest and brought together groups of enthusiasts. For almost
every marque and model ever produced there are now collectors and clubs throughout the world dedicated to keeping the
heritage alive. Today you will doubtless meet with some of
them and share their enjoyment. Culzean Autoclassica guest
clubs and owners are here celebrating all forms motorised
vehicles, from as far back as the late 1800s to today’s super
cars and race cars.
Rarity - Performance - Excellence - Quality will be evident in
abundance so enjoy the sight and the sounds of these magnificent machines.

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
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Classic Style and Fashion
Culzean castle has a unique ambience created by its spectacular cliff
top location and architectural features. This makes it a perfect backdrop for the organisers to promote the adopted retro dress theme during the Autoclassica and to introduce attractions such as the fashion
and youth theatre presentations.
Visitors can relax in the magnificent courtyard within the visitor centre and enjoy a glass of chilled wine whilst watching an exciting
fashion show presented by young designers of the future from the
Departments of Fashion and Design, Ayr. Their superb latest designs
will doubtless impress those present, however some creations will
take onlookers on a journey back in time as will the delightful 50’s
theme show presented by the Fib Youth Theatre Group.

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
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plus de classique

Le Mans 24hrs & Classic Le Mans
Château and Country House Accommodation Packages
&
Exclusive Château Camping Packages

Lemob.com ltd invite you to join them in 2009
for the Le Mans 24hrs

Contact Lemob.com Ltd
Tel: 0044 (0)1465 811151
E-Mail info@lemob.com
www.lemob.org.uk
Our resident guests have included
Race Teams - Aston Martin Racing, Essex Porsche RSK Spyder
Team, Embassy Zytec Team, U.S. White Lightning Porsche/Ferrari
Team, Prodrive, Peugeot - and others.
Club Groups - Lotus, Porsche,Ferrari, Jaguar,TVR, Marcos, MG,
Bentley, Aston Martin, Cobra, Lambourgini, Austin Healey - and
many many more.
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The Le Mans Connection
Keeping it in the family

Manning Autospirit’s London operations is Robin Donovan,
veteran of 14 participations in the legendary Le Mans 24
Hours race. As well as feeling quite at home thundering
down the infamous Mulsanne straight at over 200mph in a
host of glorious cars (from Porsche 962s to Ferrari F40s)
Robin has always been ‘hands on’ right in the thick of it on
the marketing and event management side.
“I wasn’t blessed with wealthy parents so I’ve always had
to find my own sponsors and then, win or lose, look after
them and their every commercial requirement as if my life
depended on it!”.
Robin has raced Le Mans cars under many banners from
the Financial Times to Sony PlayStation and was instrumental in returning iconic sponsor ‘Gulf Oil’ back to international sportscar racing after a 20 year lay off.
Highlight of his career was partnering childhood hero and
five times Le Mans winner Derek Bell MBE in 1994 in the
Gulf Kremer Porsche K8. Starting on the front row of the
grid we led the race. “It was only for the first lap but we
got in all the pictures.”

The family
Autospirit have, under the ‘Le Mob’
banner have been organising tours to
the famous Le Mans 24hrs for many
years and now the much celebrated
Le Mans Classic . Offering exclusive
packages from VIP château, country
house and selected hotel accommodation and hospitality to executive
away from the circuit château
grounds camping, they have developed a large international client base.
Clients include winning teams such
as the U.S.White Lightning Porsche
Team and Aston Martin, sponsors of
teams and prestigious marque main
dealers.
Members from most major car clubs
including Porsche Club GB, Club
Lotus, MG Owners Club and Jaguar
Enthusiasts Club join lemob.com and
enthusiasts from around the world at
Le Mans .

10 years on he married a Scottish girl, driving away from
the church in that very same car having replaced Derek’s
name on the side of the car for that of his new wife Anne.
– “and Scotland’s national flag of course!”

For details on Autospirit 2008 Le
Mans events visit:
www. Lemob.org.uk
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Picture Gallery

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
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The Culzean Autoclassica
2009

The following pages are
devoted to our vision and
plans for the future.

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
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Auction of Vehicles
& Memorabilia
It had been our intention to host the first
Autoclassica Auction this year. Given the economic
situation that currently prevails and an uncertain
period for the motorist ahead it was with great regret
that we decided it was perhaps not the right time to
host our first auction. Until the market settles and
takes in the effect of all the recent changes, increases in road tax and petrol, it’s perhaps a time to sit
still and wait.
The cost of pursuing our enjoyment of the automobile has escalated at an astonishing rate in recent
months. Most of us now have to give serious
thought as to the type of vehicle we will be able to
afford to run in the future and how often we can do
what we have become accustomed to in the past and
simply drive our cherished vehicles for pleasure and
not necessity.
Let us hope for better times for the Autoclassica in
2009.

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
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Corporate
Participation
Autospirit wishes to invite companies and organisations, directly or indirectly connected with the
auto industry and its associated lifestyles to join
them at the Culzean Autoclassica.
The spectacular Culzean Castle and Country Park
coupled with an international motoring heritage
event generates a unique ambience and occasion
for entertaining existing and potentential clients.

The prestigious marques represented at the Autoclassica together
with the five star Culzean Castle and the WestinTurnberry Hotel
and Golf Resort are synonomous with quality and excellence providing a perfect forum to promote brand awareness and corporate
participation.

VIP Packages
Participation at the Autoclassica can be designed to suit
individual requirements.
Packages can include private enclosures with display
areas to promote product and brand awareness and the
opportunity to participate in the many Autoclassica
attractions such as the Gala Dinner in the Castle Dining
Room and Turnberry “Autoclassica Golf Tournament”.
For further information please email:
info@culzeanautoclassica.com

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
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Culzean Autoclassica Classic
Golf Tournament
“Spectacular Surroundings”
The Westin Turnberry Resort, Scotland enjoys a spectacular coastal
setting with breathtaking views of Isle of Arran, Ailsa Craig and the
Irish Sea. Surrounded by Scotland’s most beautiful scenery, every
visit is unforgettable.
Championship Golf and Spa
Enjoy world-class golf on two championship courses, a superb ninehole course, or at The Colin Montgomerie Links Golf Academy.
Indulge yourself at the award-winning spa and experience exhilarating country pursuits at The Outdoor Activity Centre.
Welcoming Guest Rooms
Accommodation both in the magnificently restored hotel, many
rooms with ocean views, and in two-bedroom cottages and six- or
eight-bedroom lodges.

Golf at Turnberry
The Open Championship Course

Turnberry Hotel

With the sea by your side and that famous lighthouse in the
distance, there are few courses in the world that can match
Turnberry for beauty or excitement.
Scene of some of the most memorable moments in Open history, the Ailsa championship course is a legend in the world
game. Watson, Norman, Price; they’ve all won golf’s most
coveted trophy here on the Turnberry links. And another
name will join them in the summer of 2009 when the Open
returns to the Ailsa.
Autoclassica Sponsors, Corporate Participants and Guest are
invited to play in Culzean Autoclassica Classic golf tournament held annually over the famous Turnberry Ailsa
Championship Golf Course. A truly wonderful opportunity
for those with a passion for the game of golf.

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
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Join the “Tangle o’ the Isles” Tour in 2009
Planning on coming to the Culzean Autoclassica in 2009? Then why not take the opportunity of a lifetime and journey north to
discover the mystic magical splendour of the Highlands and Islands?
Join fellow enthusiasts on our “Tangle o’ the Isles” stunning adventure into the Highlands and Islands of Scotland , departing from
Culzean on the Monday morning after the Autoclassica.
The tour first crosses the Firth of Clyde to the Isle of Arran, then journeys north visiting the Isles of Mull and Skye before finally
exploring the wilderness of Wester Ross. Superb scenery, great company and arguably the finest driving roads in Europe.
If you would like to join the tour please contact us on info@culzeanautoclassica.com before the end of the year to register your
interest.

The Heritage “Turret Trail”
Designed to link selected key venues throughout Britain and further afield
with the Culzean Autoclassica “Turret Trail” invites fellow enthusiasts to
journey to Ayrshire on an orgainised tour. Participants gather at the departure points for a welcome reception before departing north in groups on the
“Turret Trail”

“The spirit of motoring heritage”
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MACKAY
Corporate Insurance Brokers

•

Sports and Leisure

•

Construction Risks

•

Business Combined

•

Wholesale and Retail Risks

•

Professional Indemnity

•

Directors and Officers

Specialising in the arrangement of insurance for all
sectors throughout Scotland
 MILLER ROAD Ayr KA AY
T:    F:   
MacKay Corporate Insurance Brokers is a trading name of Alan R MacKay & Co Ltd
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority
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